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ABSTRACT 
 

In decoded digital video, the local perceptual compression artifact level depends on the global compression  
ratio and the local video content.we propose a new algorithm for block artifact reduction for which Machine 
Learning is used. In H.264 Video Compression Standard, an In-loop Deblocking filter is implemented to reduce 
the quantization noise around the block boundaries. But there would still remain artifacts with in blocks. These 
artifacts are known as Contour artifacts. These Contour artifacts  further  be reduced by our Proposed Machine 
Learning Artifact Reduction Method. The Proposed method is selectively applied to macro-blocks damaged by 
block artifacts. Its effectiveness will be clearly demonstrated for all the evaluation aspects.We estimate the level 
of block artifacts by measuring PSNR of the block artifacted Video. Our created reference metric is an accurate 
local estimator of the compression artifact  level. We were able to copy the performance to two no-reference 
metrics, based on a weighted mixture of low-level features. Our new metrics enable a far superior performance 
of artifact reduction compared to relevant alternative proposals. 
 
Key words: PSNR, Adaboost, artifact reduction, compression artifacts, image quality evaluation, no- 
                    reference metric 
 
Introduction 
 

One of the most common artifacts that afflict both MPEG and JPEG compression  is the Gibbs effect. This 
is most noticeable around artificial objects such as plain colored, large text and geometric shapes such as 
squares. It shows up as a blurring or haze around the object, where the sudden transition is made from the 
artificial object to the background (P.List et al.2003). It is caused by the discrete cosine transform used to 
digitize chrominance and luminance information. This phenomenon  is also apparent around more natural 
shapes like a human figure. The area of the background around the subject appears to shimmer as the subject 
moves slightly. Another artifact that affects JPEG and MPEG is blockiness (Virket al.2011). When video 
footage involving high speed motion is digitized, the individual 8x8 blocks that make up the picture become 
more pronounced.To match the aspect ratios of a video image and  the target display area, at least one 
embodiment of the present invention scales the video image according to one or more nonlinear functions along 
the horizontal direction and/or the vertical direction (Johanson, M et al 2003). In one embodiment, the nonlinear 
functions are such  that the original aspect ratio of the video image is preserved near the center region (or strip) 
of the image and the image is gradually stretched (or compressed) as it is mapped to the edges.A deblocking 
filter with two separate mode presents a method to remove blocking artifacts in low bit-rate block-based video 
coding. The proposed algorithm has two separate filtering modes, which are selected by pixel behavior around 
the block boundary. In each mode, proper one-dimensional filtering operations are performed across the block 
boundary along horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 

The analog transmission and storage of  video data has nowadays largely been  replaced by digital 
transmission via broadcast or the Internet, and by digital storage, on optical magnetic and  solid-state disks. 
Along with digital video, digital compression technologies have been introduced. To reduce the image data, 
these compression techniques take advantage of the correlation between spatially adjacent pixels in an  image. 
Therefore, the image is divided in to blocks, typically 8×8 pixels, which are compressed separately. Typically in 
video compression, there is a tendency to set the overall quality level or overall bit-rate such that the artifacts are 
not annoying. This makes sense as it prevents unnecessary large transmission or storage capacity. However, 
what is acceptable, depends on the screen size, and sharpness and contrast settings of the display device. 

Blocking artifacts may appear in block based digital image and video coding systems like JPEG and 
MPEG, especially when compression is done at a low bit-rate. The blocking artifacts can degrade the perceived 
image quality. The selection of the proper filter is based on the local image pattern and/or the relative pixel 
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position in the coding block. The results show a significant image quality improvement (Y.W.Huanget al.2003). 
To evaluate the methods, both Mean Square Error scores and Block-edge Impairment Metric are given for 
objective comparison. Screen shots are also shown to demonstrate the subjective quality.A novel approach 
towards automatic detection of perceived ringing regions is presented (Ingridetalee al.2010). The algorithm 
takes into account both the physical structure and the human visual perception of the ringing artifacts A search 
through the literature reveals various techniques that can, either only globally detect the location of block 
artifacts,i.e., the position of the block grid  or detect the average level of artifacts in an image. Techniques in the 
first category indicate where compression artifacts may occur, but cannot locally specify the level of the 
artifacts.The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on a variety of sequences compressed at 
different qualities in comparison to several other de-blocking techniques. The proposed method outperforms the 
others significantly both objectively and subjectively(Eberhard et al.2008). 
 
Existing Method: 
 

The Block-based Discrete Cosine Transform (B-DCT) scheme is a fundamental component of many image 
and video compression standards including JPEG, H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, and others, used in a 
wide range of applications. The B-DCT scheme takes advantage of the local spatial correlation property of the 
images by dividing the image into 8×8 blocks of pixels, transforming each block from the spatial domain to the 
frequency domain using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and quantizing the DCT coefficients(T.M.Liu et 
al.2005).Apart from blocking, ringing is another annoying artifact that appears frequently in transform-based 
compressed images. However, it seems that this artifact has not received as much attention in the literature. 
Ringing artifacts typically appear as sharp oscillations or “ghost shadows” along the edges in compressed 
images(Jariermateos et al.2008). 

The adaptive deblocking filter used in the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard. The filter performs 
simple operations to detect and analyzeartifacts on coded block boundaries and attenuates those by applying a 
selected (filterAjayluthraet al.2003). 

A novel frequency-domain technique for image blocking artifact detection and reduction is presented. The 
algorithm first detects the regions of the image which present visible blocking artifacts. This detection is 
performed in the frequency domain and uses the estimated relative quantization error calculated when the 
discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients are modelled by a Laplacian probability function. Then, for each 
block affected by blocking artifacts, its DC and AC coefficients are recalculated for artifact reduction. To 
achieve this, a closed-form representation of the optimal correction of the DCT coefficients is produced by 
minimizing a novel enhanced form of the mean squared difference of slope for every frequency separately. This 
correction of each DCT coefficient depends on the eight neighbouring coefficients in the sub band-like 
representation of the DCT transform and is constrained by the quantization upper and lower bound(Brain et al 
.2002). 

Measurement of visual quality is of fundamental importance to numerous image and video processing 
applications (Hyun et al .1999).The major contribution of this work resides in the adaptive integration of the 
color and texture features in a compound mathematical descriptor with the aim of identifying the homogenous 
regions in the image. This integration is performed by a novel adaptive clustering algorithm that enforces the 
spatial continuity during the data assignment process (Kannan et al .2000). 

In each mode, proper one-dimensional filtering operations are performed across the block boundary along 
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In the first mode, corresponding to flat regions, a strong filter 
is applied inside the block as well as on the block boundary because the flat regions are more sensitive to the 
human visual system (HVS) and the artifacts propagated from the previous frame due to motion compensation 
are distributed inside the block. In the second mode, corresponding to other regions, a sophisticated smoothing 
filter which is based on the frequency information around block boundaries, is used to reduce blocking artifacts 
adaptively without introducing undesired blur(Hyun et al.1999). 

Objective methods for assessing perceptual image quality traditionally attempted to quantify the visibility 
of errors (differences) between a distorted image and a reference image using a variety of known properties of 
the human visual system. Under the assumption that human visual perception is highly adapted for extracting 
structural information from a scene, we introduce an alternative complementary framework for quality 
assessment based on the degradation of structural information. As a specific example of this concept, we 
develop a structural similarity index and demonstrate its promise through a set of intuitive examples, as well as 
comparison to both subjective ratings and state-of-the-art objective methods on a database of images 
compressed with JPEG and JPEG2000(Simoncelli et el .2004). 

Blocking artifacts continue to be among the most serious defects that occur in images and video streams 
compressed to low bit rates using block discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based compression standards (e.g., 
JPEG, MPEG, and H.263). It is of interest to be able to numerically assess the degree of blocking artifact in a 
visual signal. (Sumohana et al .2002).We use new methods for efficiently assessing, and subsequently reducing, 
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the severity of blocking artifacts in compressed image bit streams. The method is blind, and operates only in the 
DCT domain. Hence, it can be applied to unknown visual signals, and it is efficient since the signal need not be 
compressed or decompressed(shizhong et al.2002).  

 
Materials and Methods 
 
 Image Artifact Reduction: 

 
Various approaches have been proposed to reduce the effects of image compression, but in order to utilize 

standardized compression/decompression techniques and to retain the benefits of the compression (for instance, 
lower transmission and storage costs), many of these methods have focused on "post-processing" – that is, 
processing the images when they are received or viewed. No post-processing technique has been shown to 
improve image quality in all cases; consequently, none has garnered widespread acceptance, though some have 
been implemented and are in use in proprietary systems. Many photo editing programs, for instance, have 
proprietary JPEG artifact reduction algorithms built-in. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Creating Reference Metric Image 
 

Our goal is a no-reference metric for local estimation of the artifact level, which is robust to scaling and 
sensitive to all typesof compression artifacts. Since we intend to build this metric using supervised learning, for 
which we need the ground truth, we require a reference metric to get started. In the literature,we found some 
reference metrics of which Structural SIMilarity (SSIM)  is the most widely accepted and therefore an 
interesting candidate.Although SSIM is typically used as a global metric, it has been shown  to generate an 
intermediate local output,which is accumulated to the global output.  

We attempted using this intermediate local signal as our no-reference metric. Although this result is clearly 
suitable to derivethe global metric, we felt that it was suboptimal for our purpose.For example, noise appears in 
flat areas, which causes problems when using supervised learning. Further more,the block and ringing artifacts 
are correctly found but the level of the ringing artifacts is relatively low compared to the artifacts in detailed 
areas. Also, the local SSIM-output indicates that the artifacts in area A are clearly visible, where we felt that 
these artifacts are quite well masked by the content.Unfortunately, we are not able to avoid these shortcomings 
of SSIM by changing the weights of theindividual components of the local SSIM-output. 
 
Absolute Luminance Difference: 

 
Let ‘I’ be the Compressed image and ‘Iref‘ be the uncompressed image or original image. The absolute 

luminance difference image is obtained as: 
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                                           (1) 

 
Artifacts in compressed image may be occurred in smooth region(homogeneous region) and/or non-smooth 

region(heterogeneous region).Artifacts in the smooth region of the compressed image is not visually clear in the 
difference image.Smooth regions contains minimum number of edges whereas non-smooth regions contains 
large number of edges. 
 
Contrast Sensitivity Function: 

 
The human visual system (HVS) is more sensitive to contrast than to absolute luminance.The contrast 

sensitivity function (CSF) shows that the HVS is not sensitive to the lowest frequencies, and drops for higher 
frequencies. 
 
BPF = LPF * HPF                                         (2) 

 
We obtained CSF, using a simple band pass filter (BPF) on ‘diff1’ image, to weight the differences. This 

BPF blocks the highest and lowest spatial frequencies.The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) shows that the 
HVS is not sensitive to the lowest frequencies, has a peak around 8.0 cycles/degree, and drops for higher 
frequencies.We modeled this CSF, using a simple bandpass filter (BPF) on diff1, to weight the differences. 

However, we would assume that adding the masking effect of artifacts by the Human   Visual    System to 
the model could provide an improved local reference metric better    reflecting the subjective strength of a local 
artifact. 
 

                                               (3) 

 

                                           (4) 

 
It is perfectly possible to use SSIM as the ground truth for our no-reference metric, but aiming at perfection 

we have decided to increase our challenge and design a new reference metric too. Of course we have to show 
that this alternative avoids the aforementioned drawbacks. 
 
Masking: 

 
One fundamental property of the HVS, which affects the visibility of a stimulus in the spatial domain, is 

masking. Masking is the reduction in visibility of one component, the target, due to the presence of another 
component, the masker. Literature  indicates that two importantmasking effects should be considered, namely 
contrast masking and structural masking.Areas with high dynamic range can mask targets of much higher 
amplitude than areas with low dynamic range. This phenomenon is called contrast masking. It is the process of 
highlighting pixels based on certain conditions. 
 Sobel operator is used to detect the edges in the images. 
 To determine the edge orientations, the Sobel operator is used in horizontal and vertical direction. 
 Hx=Horizontal sobel edge detection mask 

Hx =     [-1 0 1; 
  -2 0 2; 
  -1 0 1]; 

 Hy =Vertical sobel edge detection mask 
Hy =   [-1 -2 -1; 
0 0  0;   
                       1 2  1];   

 Hy=transpose(Hx) 
 

Histogram Computation: 
 
The contrast masking is determined by the normalization of both histograms, and the structural masking is 

determined by the distance between both histograms. To determine the edge orientations, the Sobel operator is 
used in horizontal and vertical direction 
 

                                           (5) 
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                                      (6) 

 
Computation of norm of difference and reference image: 

 
Adaptive or local histogram is used to compute the norm of the difference and reference                             

image.Take 3*3 of the difference image.Find its histogram and its norm value.Replace thisnorm value to the 
center pixel and move 3*3 window by one pixel.Follow the same procedure to the entire imageof difference and 
reference image.So, the norm images (normdiff(i,j),  normref(i,j))  are obtained for both difference and reference 
images. 
 
Reference metric Image: 

 
To get a reasonable assessment task, we instead aimed at an indication of the relevance of individual 

ingredients of our model. To this end, a paired comparison assessment of six test images has been performed. 
For each of the test images, four versions have been created by the following: 
 Absolute luminance difference.  
 Bandpassed filtered of absolute luminance difference.  
 Bandpassed filtered and contrast masking of absolute luminance difference. 
 Bandpassed filtered and contrast and structural masking of absolute luminance difference. 

In comparison to SSIM, our reference model gives more weight to artifacts in less detailed areas, especially 
to the ringing artifacts, compared to the artifacts in detailed areas.  

     masking = maskingcontrast . maskingstructural 

 

                                                  (7)                            

 
 

 
                                      (8) 

 
Creation Of No-Reference Metric: 

 
The metric proposed in the previous section is a reference metric, i.e., it requires also the uncompressed 

image. As already indicated, the reference image is usually not available. Therefore, our goal is to create a no-
reference metric. In this section, we shall use supervised learning to create a no-reference metric from the 
reference metric. 
 
Machine Learning: 

 
The two main supervised learning techniques available are AdaBoost and SVM. In literature, we have not 

found an application of machine learning for compression artifact detection. Therefore, we have looked at 
adjacent domains to decide which supervised learning technique to use. (Weiming et al 2008) concluded that 
AdaBoost performs significantly better and is more efficient than SVM.In  (Hiromoto et al .2009) made a 
significant improvement to the AdaBoost-algorithm. They described a methodology for constructing a cascade 
of classifiers which achieves higher performance while reducing computation time significantly.We recognized 
the potential of this methodology to create a no-reference metric for local estimation of the compressionartifact 
level.Based on above results, we have selected AdaBoost as supervised learning algorithm. In the next 
subsection AdaBoost will be explained in more detail. 
 
Adaboost: 

 
From a training data set, AdaBoost creates a function  that  maps the inputs to desired outputs. More 

formally, this training data consists of pairs of feature values (  ) and desired outputs or labels (  ), where 
 

                                                                (9) 

                                                               (10) 
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N is the number of samples and M the number of feature values per sample. 
AdaBoost finds a function H 

 
                                                              (11) 

 
                                                            (12)   

 
with respect to distribution D(i). The classifier H  is created using the AdaBoost algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Framework to create a no-reference metric. 

 
In the literature, several global block artifact detectors have been introduced. The global block artifact 

detector (GBD) of was added as feature. This global block artifact detector has difficulties to distinguish 
between block boundaries and real horizontal or vertical edges. To boost the block boundaries in the output of 
the global block artifact detector, we also added a HP-filtered version of the block artifact detector as feature to 
the feature set.Variance, standard deviation, dynamic range and entropy indicate the amount of energy in the 
local neighborhood. Standard deviation of edge magnitude using Sobel indicates the strength of edges in the 
local neighborhood. 
 
Sample Set: 

 
AdaBoost requires two sets of data, a training sample set anda validation sample set. The first set is used to 

select the optimal Weak Learner, whereas the second set is used to determine togo to the next cascade layer. 
Both sets are created using 20 stills. Each still is used as 

1.original; 
2.compressed using JPEG quality level 25%; 
3. compressed using JPEG quality level 50%; 
4. compressed usingJPEG quality level 75%; 
5. compressed using JPEG quality level 25%, and upscaled with factor 3. 
 
The different quality levels are used to create a trained no-reference metric that is robust to all kinds of 

compression quality levels. The scaling is applied to make the trained no-reference metric robust to SD to HD 
upscaling. Randomly 1% of the pixels is selected for the training set and another 1%is selected for the validation 
set to have uniformsets. 
 
Framework: 

 
In the previous subsections, it has been explained how to create the no-reference metric from a reference 

metric.A set of stills is used to create a reference metric. These stills are compressed using multiple quality 
levels to improve the robustness, and scaled. A small set of the result of the reference metric  is used, combined 
with a feature set, to create a no-reference metric. This no-reference metric can be used online, without the 
requirement of the original reference stills.  
 
Experimental Results: 
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Fig. 3: Original Uncompressed Image 

 
The analog transmission and storage of video data has nowadays largely been replaced by digital 

transmission,via broadcast or the Internet, and by digital storage, on optical,magnetic and solid-state disks. 
Along with digital video, digital compression technologies have been introduced. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Compressed Image 

 
A Block artifact and Ring artifactis a noticeable distortion of media an  image, audio, or video. In this 

Figure [4‘A’] shows Smooth region (Blocking Artifact) and [4‘B’] showsNon-smooth region (Ringing Artifact) 
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Fig. 5: Absolute Luminance Difference Image 

 
Absolute Luminance DifferenceImage Fig[5] is the Difference between the Original Image Fig[3] and 

Compressed Image Fig[4].Sobel Orientations of Difference Imagecan be calculated by using the equation as 
follows:  
 

                   (13) 

 

 
Fig. 6: Reference Metric Image 

 
An overview of the process for creating the reference metric is shown in Fig.[6].The ringing artifacts in area 

B have become more dominant,where as the artifacts in area A have become less dominant due to masking. 
Future work will focus on creating better features and using better machine learning techniques to improve this 
result. 
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Fig. 7: no Reference Metric Image 

 
Consequently, it becomes harder to distinguish between real and block edges, leading to lower and higher 

.Our detectors perform only a little worse on scaledmaterial. This good result was mainly caused by including 
up scaledmaterial inthe training data. The performance of the trained no-reference metrics is shown in 
Comparison Table 1: 

 
Comparison Table 1: 
 

S.No Input Video PSNR-Existing Method PSNR-Proposed Method 
1 Suzee.avi 45db 52db 
2 Kim.avi 36db 47db 
3 Prev.avi 42db 52db 

 
As before, the created reference metric is used to compare both trained no-reference metrics. As can be 

seen, the correlation between the reference metric and the trained no-reference metric for flat areas Class 1 is 
high. The performance of the trained no-reference metric for detailed areas Class 2 shows room for 
improvement  

 

 
 

Fig. 8: PSNR Performance of Existing and Proposed System 
 
From this graph we can conclude that the created detectors and level estimators have a relative low 

complexity.Both local detectors have been benchmarked using the Kodak-set, and a set of 70 HD photos (HD 
set). For uncompressed stills, only a very limited number of pixels are classified as compression artifact. A 
simple postprocessing step is able to filter out these incorrectly detected compression artifacts. 
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Discussion: 
 
Our new local reference metric is successfully transferred into a no-reference metric by use of supervised 

learning. Two trained no-reference metrics for local estimation of the compression artifact levels have been 
created.A subjective evaluation indicates that all these ingredients are useful. The contrast masking of the 
artifacts bring the greatest performance improvement. Since contrast masking of absolute luminance differences 
is missing in the intermediate local SSIM-output, we prefer using our alternative local reference metric. Both 
no-reference metrics are based on a weighted mixture of a few low-level features, and have a high detection rate 
and a low false alarm rate, with the reference metric as ground truth. 
 
Conclusion: 

 
We conclude that our created reference metric is an accurate local estimator of the compression artifact 

level. Finally, we have proposed a new compression artifact reduction method, based on two known reduction 
methods and steered by the our new no-reference metrics. This artifactreduction is evaluated using 
PSNR,BIM(Block-edge Impairment Metric), and a subjective test.Our method outperforms relevant alternative 
methods found in theliterature. It has a good performance independent of the compression quality level and 
scaling. 
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